Aviation Horizons Scholarship
An initiative of the CAAS Aviation Manpower Programme
Building a World-Class Aviation Workforce

Aviation Horizons Scholarship

CAAS is proud to launch the Aviation Horizons Scholarship under the $9 million Aviation Manpower Programme.

Under the programme, CAAS partners aviation companies to recruit and groom fresh graduates from the Institute of Technical Education (ITE) and polytechnics for aviation or aviation related occupations through the mechanism of a working scholarship.

Scholarship Support

The Aviation Horizons Scholarship sponsors fresh graduates to pursue a diploma or degree while working full time. CAAS will fund:

i) Sign-on bonus of $2,000
ii) Qualifying cost of up to 50% of course fees capped at $15,000
iii) Annual training allowance of $2,400, up to a period of 5 years

The above CAAS support is contingent on partner aviation organizations employing the scholar and paying at least 30% of all qualifying cost.

*Qualifying costs include all registration fees, course fees and examination fees
Scholarship Criteria

The Aviation Horizons Scholarship is open to all Singapore registered aviation and aviation support companies. The requirements for AHS Sponsoring Partners include:

i) Co-sponsorship of minimum 30% of qualifying costs for scholar

ii) Track, monitor and report scholar's work and academic performance to CAAS

iii) Declare if sponsored scholar is a relative of a shareholder or a direct shareholder to the company

iv) Identify suitable employees for development based on the criteria below:
   a. Singaporean or Singaporean Permanent Resident
   b. Be a new hire or have less than 2 years of service with the AHS Sponsoring Partner at the time of application
   c. Complete part-time diploma or degree programme within 5 years. Programme should be approved by both the Sponsoring Partner and CAAS
   d. Have a NITEC / Higher NITEC or Diploma with GPA of 3.0 or higher. For candidates that do not meet the GPA requirement, they must have worked with the sponsoring partner for at least 6 months, and upon good performance, the sponsoring partner may request for a GPA requirement waiver. Waivers will be managed on a case by case basis.

AHS Application Flow

Selecting Scholars  Submission for approval  CAAS evaluation  Results

Aviation Company selects scholarship candidate/s  Aviation Company and Scholarship Candidate submit joint application to CAAS  CAAS evaluates and decides on scholarship award

Candidate rejected

OR

Candidate accepted and awarded the CAAS - AHS Partner Aviation Horizons Scholarship

Letter of Offer to Scholar is issued by AHS Partner company
For enquires and application, please email to:
Aviation Industry Division
Planning and Development Section
Email: caas_ai@caas.gov.sg
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